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QUICK TAKES

SIGNIFICANT
DIGITS

$885M
SpaceX’s share of a$9.2 billion
broadband subsidy awarded
under the FCC’s Rural Digital
Opportunity Fund auction. The
funding will be used over 10 years
to help the winning providers bring
broadband service to some 5.2
million unserved U.S. homes and
businesses. SpaceX will provide
service in 35 states under its award
using its Starlink constellation. The
only other satellite company to win
RDOF funding was Hughes, which
received $1.27 million to provide
service in a single state.

€167M
The amount Thales amount Thales amount  Alenia Space Italy
and Avio will get will get will  under get under get  a under a under  contract
signed Dec. 9 to build Space Rider,
Europe’s first robotic first robotic first  orbital robotic orbital robotic  spaceplane. orbital spaceplane. orbital
The reusable spacecraft is spacecraft is spacecraft  slated to
launch on a Vega C is C is C  2023 and remain
in space for two for two for  months.

20
The number of number of number  seconds of seconds of  Blue Origin’s
BE-7 engine fired during a recent
test a NASA’s Marshall Space Flight
Center. The engine is intended to
power thepower thepower  lunar lander lunar lander lunar  it lander it lander  seeks to
provide for NASA’s for NASA’s for  Artemis program.

18
The number of number of number  astronauts of astronauts of  NASA
selected to be its “Artemis Team” of
astronauts who could be assigned
to future Artemis missions. NASA has NASA has NASA
struggled to convince Congress to
provide the $3.3 billion it needs it needs it  in
2021 to2021 to2021  keep a 2024 lunar landing lunar landing lunar  on
schedule.
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ONEWEB STARTS NEW CHAPTER
OneWeb emerged from Chapter 11 bankruptcy with a new 
CEO. The company said Nov. 20 it had completed all the 
paperwork to formally exit Chapter 11 under a new ownership 
group led by Bharti Global and the British government. The 
company is now led by Neil Masterson, former co-chief 
operating officer of Thomson Reuters. Adrian Steckel, who 
had been OneWeb’s CEO for more than two years, will stay 
on as an adviser. OneWeb said it will resume launches of 
satellites for its broadband constellation in December, with a 
Soyuz launch from Russia’s Vostochny Cosmodrome.

DELTA 4 HEAVY FINALLY LIFTS OFF
A Delta 4 Heavy rocket launched a long-delayed mission Dec. 
10 for the National Reconnaissance Office. The rocket lifted 
off from Cape Canaveral at 8:09 p.m. Eastern on the NROL-44 
mission, after months of delays caused by technical issues with 
the vehicle and ground equipment. The launch webcast ended 
minutes after liftoff, but the Space Force later confirmed that the 
launch of the classified payload was a success. The Delta 4 Heavy 
is slated to be retired after launching four more NRO payloads 
over the next few years.

DOD ORDERS 
TWO MORE GPS 3
Lockheed Martin quietly 
won a contract for two 
additional GPS 3 satellites. 
The Space Force’s Space 
and Missile Systems Center 
exercised an option in a 
contract with Lockheed 
Martin to purchase two 
GPS 3F satellites valued 
at $511 million. Lockheed 
got a contract in 2018 for 
$1.3 billion for two GPS 3F 
satellites known as space 
vehicles 11 and 12; the newly 
awarded option is for space 
vehicles 13 and 14. The Space 
Force made the new award 
in October, but it was not 
publicly announced at the 
time because it was an option 
exercised under a 2018 deal.

SpaceX’s Starship vehicle soared to new heights on a Dec. 

9 test flight that had an explosive ending. The Starship SN8 

prototype lifted off from SpaceX’s Boca Chica, Texas, test site on 

its first high-altitude flight bound for an altitude of 12.5 kilometers. 

The vehicle ascended for several minutes then, after shutting down 

its engines, performed a “belly flop” maneuver to descend back to 

the launch site. The vehicle reignited its engine and moved back to 

the vertical to attempt a powered landing, but came in too fast and 

exploded upon landing. Despite the fiery demise of the vehicle, SpaceX 

CEO Elon Musk declared the flight a success, saying it demonstrated 

many aspects of the vehicle’s unique design. Another Starship 

prototype, SN9, could be ready for test flights within a few weeks.

creo
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TELESAT, LORAL
LINKUP FOR IPO
Telesat will combine with Loral Space
and Communications to become
a publicly traded company. The
Canadian operator said that, under
an agreement with Canada’s Public
Sector Pension Investment Board,
Telesat Canada and Loral will become
subsidiaries of Telesat Corp., and be
traded on the Nasdaq exchange by the
second or third quarter of 2021. Telesat
executives had previously hinted they
were considering a public offering
as a means of raising money for the
company’s LEO constellation.

BANKRUPTCY BONUSES
Intelsat is seeking approval from a U.S.
bankruptcy judge to pay eight executives
up to $21.9 million in incentive bonuses in
2021. Intelsat said the bonuses were necessary
for senior managers working to negotiate
a restructuring plan and meet certain FCC
requirements to clear spectrum for 5G networks.
Intelsat filed for Chapter 11 protection in May
with $14.5 billion in debt.

Speedcast International, meanwhile, got the

OK to pay six top executives performance

bonuses totaling $4.6 million to $7.6 million.

Speedcast filed for Chapter 11 this year with

$689.1 million in debt and agreed to sell itself to

Centerbridge Partners for $395 million.

Thales Alenia Space has secured a contract
to build a lunar Gateway module. Northrop
Grumman, the prime contractor for the

Habitation And Logistics Outpost (HALO),
awarded Thales a contract to produce the
pressurized module component of the element.
HALO will be based on Northrop’s Cygnus
spacecraft, for which Thales also provides the
pressurized module. HALO is set to launch
with another Gateway module, the Power and
Propulsion Element, no earlier than late 2023.

DEAL SPACE
Relativity Space has raised $500
million in a Series D round. Relativity
raised $140 million in 2019 to take
the company through the first
launch of Terran 1 rocket in late
2021, and the company said much
of that funding was still in the bank.
The new funding will accelerate
a number of long-term initiatives
involving development of additive
manufacturing technologies.

Isar Aerospace said Dec. 9 it raised
a $91 million Series B round, led
by a group of European investors.
The funding will take the  German
startup through the first launch of its
Spectrum vehicle, expected to take
place in 2022.

Orbex, a launch vehicle startup
based in Scotland, announced
Dec. 9 it raised $24 million, funding
that will keep the company on
track for a first launch of its Prime
rocket in 2022. Orbex says it remains
optimistic it will launch from a
proposed spaceport in northern
Scotland despite legal challenges
filed against the project.

Spire raised $24 million from the
European Investment Bank. Spire
will use the venture debt financing
to continue development of its
satellite constellation and work on
new applications of data from it.
The investment is part of efforts
by European agencies to increase
funding for space startups.

 “Is NASA going to cut a check for 10 cents? The answer is yes.
And, yes, the postage is going to be more than the check,
which is kind of amazing.”
– Phil McAlister, director of commercial spaceflight development at NASA Headquarters, discuss-
ing lunar resource awards the agency announced Dec. 3. The agreements are structured such that
NASA pays 10% at the time of the award, even for one company, Lunar Resources, whose award is
worth just $1.

CLEAN UP CREW
The European Space Agency finalized a contract for an orbital
debris removal mission. The $104 million contract with Swiss startup
ClearSpace SA funds the ClearSpace-1 mission, which will attempt to
deorbit the payload adapter left in orbit from a Vega launch in 2013. ESA
is also supplying technology for the mission, and agency officials said
during a Dec. 1 briefing they intend this mission to help establish a new
commercial sector led by European industry. ClearSpace-1 will launch in
2025 on a Vega C rocket.
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report released by NASA Dec.

7 outlined the science that the

first crewed Artemis mission

to the lunar surface could ac-

complish, but also some of the conflicts

between science goals and the mission’s

technical capabilities.

The 188-page report by the Artemis 3

Science Definition Team, a group of sci-

entists established by NASA in September,

lists seven broad science objectives for

the mission, encompassing planetary

and space science as well as studying

exploration-related risks to astronauts.

The team used those science objectives

to craft a “candidate science program” for

the mission, which will land in the south

polar regions of the moon no earlier than

2024, based on the expected capabilities

of the lander and related technologies.

That science program includes collect-

ing a variety of samples and deploying

instruments.

“The report represents a comprehensive

science plan for Artemis 3 that requires

a balance of investigations that encom-

pass lunar sample return, field science

on the surface and deployed instruments

on the surface,” said Renee Weber, chief

scientist at NASA’s Marshall Space Flight

Center and head of the science definition

team, during a call with reporters about

the report.

The report, though, also illustrated the

tensions between the desires of scientists

and the potential limitations of the mis-

sion. NASA’s Human Landing System

(HLS) program set requirements that

the lander be able to deliver at least 100

kilograms of equipment, in the form of

sample return containers, cameras and

other instruments, along with the landers.

That may not be enough to achieve

the planned science goals. “Existing mass

allocations expected to be available on the

HLS system for delivery of tools and pay-

loads to the lunar surface are insufficient

to achieve the full spectrum of science

objectives outlined by the stakeholder

community,” the report stated, recom-

mending NASA support development

of instruments that can meet multiple

science goals.

Another issue is mobility. NASA doesn’t

expect to have a rover available for the

Artemis 3 mission, limiting astronauts to

the range they can walk from the lander

and back. “Mobility on the lunar surface

is a key factor for enhancing the scientific

investigations outlined

in this report,” the report states, rec-

ommending at least an unpressurized

rover as soon as Artemis 3.

One solution to the instrumentation

and rover issues would be “pre-deploy-

ment” of that equipment ahead of the

Artemis 3 landing, such as through the

use of a commercial lander. The report

recommended NASA consider that ap-

proach, which could also help characterize

the landing site in advance of Artemis 3.

Another constraint is how many

samples the mission will be able to re-

turn. NASA set a requirement of at least

35 kilograms of samples, with a goal of

100 kilograms. The report described two

scenarios for sample collection, one with

25 kilograms and the other with 83 kilo-

grams of varying types.

Weber said the team developed those

scenarios to address uncertainty in the

capabilities of the three lander concepts

under study by Blue Origin, Dynetics and

SpaceX. “The team tried to take that

Report outlines science goals of first
Artemis human lunar landing mission

JEFF FOUST

A report identified a wide range of science that astronauts on the Artemis 3 mission could accomplish, al-
though they may be limited by the capabilities of the lander and the lack of a rover.
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into account to specify, at the

barest minimum, here’s what we

should bring back,” she said.

The report doesn’t identify po-

tential landing sites for Artemis 3,

stating that such work “is outside

of the scope of the activities” of

the science definition team. A

final selection, it noted, depends

on factors like the capabilities

of the HLS system and the date

of the mission that are currently

unknown.

“We are working on that selec-

tion process,” said Ken Bowersox,

deputy associate administrator

for NASA’s Human Exploration

and Operations Mission Director-

ate. “We’re thinking about trying

something a little bit different this

time.” He declined to elaborate on

the differences envisioned for the

landing site selection process.

NASA had targeted launching

Artemis 3 by the end of 2024 in

order to meet the deadline set by

the White House in early 2019.

That date now appears in doubt

because of an anticipated shortfall

in funding for the HLS program

for fiscal year 2021, as Congress is

expected to provide no more than

$1 billion of the requested $3.2 bil-

lion for HLS. The incoming Biden

administration may also seek to

slow down the Artemis program.

Bowersox did not weigh in on

the schedule, arguing it was more

important to show “continuous

progress” on the overall program.

“We’ve got money in the budget.

It may not be as much as we asked

for, but we’ve got money in pro-

posed budgets and that’s going

to help us make progress, step by

step,” he said.

“I’m an impatient person,” he

added. “I’d like to go tomorrow if

it was up to me.” SN

T
he Trump administration
released a new national space
policy Dec. 9 that articulates U.S.

goals in civil space exploration, com-

mercial growth and national security.

The document recognizes the U.S. Space

Force as the primary organization re-

sponsible for defending the nation’s

interests in space.

The previous version of the national

space policy was issued by the Obama

administration in 2010.

The Pentagon in a statement said the

new policy document “highlights the

Department of Defense as a key agency

in implementing and achieving the na-

tion’s goals in this important domain.”

Acting Secretary of Defense Christo-

pher Miller said: “Over the last year we

have established the necessary organiza-

tions to ensure we can deter hostilities,

demonstrate responsible behaviors, defeat

aggression and protect the interests of

the United States and our allies.”

The policy states that the Space Force,

which was established in December 2019,

is responsible for “defending the use of

space for U.S. national security purposes.

This includes protecting and preserving

lines of communication that are open,

safe and secure in the space domain.

The service also will “deter adversaries

and other actors from conducting activ-

ities that may threaten the peaceful use

of space by the United States, its allies

and partners; while compelling and

imposing costs on adversaries to cease

behaviors threatening that peaceful use.”

Chief of Space Operations Gen. John

Raymond said the national space policy

“guides the efforts of the United States

Space Force as we continue to deliver

capabilities and forces in defense of our

nation’s interests in space.” SNSANDRA ERWIN

U.S. Vice President Mike Pence attends a ceremony Dec. 9 at Cape Canaveral Space Force Station, Florida,
marking the redesignation of Patrick Air Force Base as Patrick Space Force Base.
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S
paceNews established these awards three years ago to honor the hardworking people 

and companies shaping the global space industry for the better. Some are writing a new 

chapter in human space exploration. Some are helping us better leverage Earth orbit. 

And some are striving to ensure space remains a viable domain for generations to come.

Very little about 2020 was business as usual, so it is a testament to the can-do spirit of the 

space industry that neither a once-a-century pandemic nor widespread market disruptions 

sidelined this mission-driven community.

The SpaceNews Awards winners profiled in these pages were chosen by the SpaceNews 
editorial team after an open call for nominations and consultation with a jury of previous 

winners. In judging these awards, we were guided by some of the same criteria that guide our 

work as journalists: what happened, will it have an impact, and is there a good story to tell.

SPONSORS
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Rarely has a spacecraft had a more appropriate
name. In early March, NASA concluded a student

competition to name the rover flying on the Mars

2020 mission by announcing the winning name:

Perseverance. That name was intended to represent

the most important human quality, in the words of

the seventh grader who proposed it, and one essen-

tial to the exploration of the red planet.

Within weeks, that name took on a new signif-

icance as the coronavirus pandemic brought an

end to business as usual while technicians were

preparing the spacecraft for a July launch. One rea-

son Mars missions are so challenging is the narrow

launch windows available to them: if Mars 2020

didn’t launch by mid-August, it would have to wait

two years for its next chance. That was the fate for

Europe’s ExoMars, which slipped to 2022 when the

European Space Agency concluded it could not get

the spacecraft ready in time amid the restrictions

imposed by the pandemic.

NASA wanted to avoid that two-year delay, which

it estimated would cost the agency as much as a

half-billion dollars, and thus made the mission one

of its highest priorities. It would not be easy, though.

“Putting a spacecraft together that’s going to Mars

and not making a mistake is hard no matter what,”

said Matt Wallace, the deputy project manager for

Mars 2020. “Trying to do it during the middle of a

pandemic is a lot harder.”

The project took measures to keep workers safe

while also keeping the mission on schedule. That

included using NASA aircraft, rather than com-

mercial airliners, to fly personnel and equipment

to Florida for launch preparations, limiting their

exposure to the coronavirus. Late in the launch

preparations, they added a small plaque to the rover

to honor the healthcare workers on the front lines

of the pandemic.

Those efforts paid off with a successful Atlas 5

launch July 30, sending Perseverance on to Mars. If

all goes well, Perseverance will land on Mars in Feb-

ruary and begin its studies of the planet, including

collecting samples of Mars for later return to Earth.

That launch also allowed NASA and ESA to move

ahead with their joint Mars Sample Return program,

an effort to return the samples cached by Perseverance

that involves another lander and an orbiter, one that

will take at least a decade to complete. Perseverance

— the rover and the human quality — will remain

important for years to come. SN

MARS 2020
GOVERNMENT MISSION OF THE YEAR
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From the early days of NASA’s commercial cargo 
program, SpaceX officials would point to one aspect 

of the design of their Dragon spacecraft that spoke 

to their future ambitions: a porthole. A cargo space-

craft didn’t need a porthole, since there would be 

no one inside to look through it. However, SpaceX 

envisioned a day when Dragon would carry people 

who would want to look out that window.

That day came on 

May 30, 2020, when a 

Crew Dragon space-

craft lifted off atop a 

Falcon 9 rocket from 

the Kennedy Space 

Center on the Demo-2 

mission. On board 

the spacecraft were 

NASA astronauts Bob 

Behnken and Doug 

Hurley, who arrived a 

day later at the Inter-

national Space Station.

After a two-month stay

at the ISS, they departed

the station and safely

splashed down in the 

Gulf of Mexico Aug. 2.

For NASA, the mis-

sion was a relief: after 

years of delays, it could

end its reliance on Rus-

sia’s Soyuz to get astro-

nauts to the station. It

was also a vindication 

of NASA’s long-controversial approach of partner-

ing with industry to develop crewed spacecraft,

breaking with decades of traditional government

contracting and management.

“It’s not an exaggeration to state that, with this 

milestone, NASA and SpaceX have changed the

historical arc of human space transportation,” Phil

McAlister, director of commercial spaceflight at

NASA Headquarters, said after the agency formally 

certified Crew Dragon for regular missions to the 

station in November. “Now, for the first time in 

history, there is a commercial capability from a 

private-sector entity to safely and reliably transport 

people to orbit.”

Those people include more than just astronauts. 

SpaceX has agreements with Axiom Space and

Space Adventures for

commercial missions

using Crew Dragon, 

including one for Ax-

iom that will launch 

in late 2021. Crew 

Dragon can enable 

the business plans of 

companies proposing 

commercial space 

stations, supporting 

NASA’s low Earth or-

bit commercialization 

initiative as the agency

looks to retire the ISS

in a decade.

“Human spaceflight

was always the funda-

mental goal of SpaceX,”

Elon Musk, founder and

chief executive of the

company, said after

the Demo-2 launch,

emphasizing his de-

sire to make human-

ity multiplanetary. “I

cannot emphasize this enough. This is the thing

that we need to do.”

If SpaceX achieves that multiplanetary goal, it

will be with other spacecraft, like its Starship under

development. But Crew Dragon demonstrated that

SpaceX has the ability to safely launch and return

people, validating a vision that goes back to a port-

hole in a cargo spacecraft. SN

SPACEX DEMO-2
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Kathy Lueders thought she was going to the 
Bahamas. As a co-op student, she was told she had 

won a trip to “Nassau” and immediately envisioned 

white sand beaches and blue waters. “I thought I’d 

won the lottery,” she recalled at a recent conference. 

It turns out, though, that she had instead won a trip 

to NASA. (The co-op manager, she explained, had 

a “very thick southern accent.”)

The real winner of the lottery might have been 

NASA. That visit changed her life, she said, and 

she started working at NASA in 1992 on the shuttle 

and space station programs. In 2013, she became 

manager of NASA’s commercial crew program at 

a critical time: the agency was preparing to select 

the companies that would get billions of dollars 

to complete development of vehicles to transport 

astronauts to and from the station.

Lueders ran the program with a steady hand 

through its up and downs, including setbacks like 

a thruster test that destroyed a Crew Dragon space-

craft on a test stand and the flawed uncrewed test

flight of Boeing’s CST-100 Starliner last December.

That approach was vindicated with the successful

launch May 30 of SpaceX’s Demo-2 mission with 

two NASA astronauts on board, who spent two

months on the International Space Station before

returning safely in early August.

But even before the Crew Dragon splashed

down in the Gulf of Mexico, Lueders had moved

on. In June, NASA named her the new associate

administrator for human exploration and oper-

ations, overseeing not just ISS and commercial

crew but also the Space Launch System, Orion

and other elements of the Artemis program. She

succeeded Doug Loverro, who resigned after less

than six months amid questions about his role on 

the Human Landing System procurement.

“I’ve always been impressed with her ability to 

lead teams and her technical competence,” NASA 

Administrator Jim Bridenstine said at a briefing

about Lueders’ promotion. “The whole world saw

that level of skill and capability when they watched

the commercial crew launch.”

Lueders is the first woman to lead NASA’s human

spaceflight programs, but she said she initially over-

looked that milestone. “I was more overwhelmed

with the tasks in front of me,” she said shortly after 

taking the job. But she thought more about it after 

getting congratulatory notes from many women. 

“It helped me realize what the power of me being 

first means to them. They’re able to see themselves

in me, and I’m very honored by that.” SN

KATHY LUEDERS

GOVERNMENT LEADER OF THE YEAR
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Mergers of large companies often promise synergies that 
fail to be realized. So there was certainly skepticism about 

Northrop Grumman’s acquisition of Orbital ATK, a $9.2 billion 

deal that closed in 2018. However, it’s now clear that Orbital 

ATK’s capabilities, from rocket motors to satellites, have bol-

stered Northrop’s space business.

A prime example: Ground Based Strategic Deterrent 

(GBSD). The massive Pentagon program to replace the nation’s

strategic nuclear missiles was supposed to be a two-horse

race between Northrop Grumman and Boeing. But by mid-

2019, Northrop had the field to itself thanks in large part to 

its acquisition of Orbital ATK, the nation’s leading supplier 

of solid rocket motors. 

Boeing dropped out of the competition in July 2019, saying 

it couldn’t credibly compete against Northrop’s price advan-

tage as the newly dominant player in solid rocket motors. 

Northrop’s decision to expand its space portfolio and add 

rocket propulsion to the mix by buying Orbital ATK more than 

paid for itself this September when the U.S. Air Force awarded 

the company $13.3 billion to develop a new ICBM. Follow-on 

contracts could fetch tens of billions more over several decades. 

Orbital ATK also gave Northrop a foothold in satellite

servicing, commercial satcom and human spaceflight. The

company has become the first commercial provider of in-

space satellite servicing with the Mission Extension Vehicle.

In February, the MEV-1 made a first-of-its-kind docking

with Intelsat IS-901, taking over stationkeeping for the aging

satellite. A second vehicle, MEV-2, launched in August and

will dock with the Intelsat IS-10-02 satellite in early 2021.

Northrop also fared well booking orders for new satellites.

In this year’s C-band bonanza, it won four orders — more

than any contender besides Maxar. 

In human spaceflight, Northrop has found new applications

for the Cygnus cargo tug originally developed by Orbital ATK

for space station resupply missions. The HALO module it is

developing for NASA’s lunar Gateway draws upon Cygnus 

heritage, as does the transfer module it is developing as a

member of Blue Origin’s human lunar lander team.

Not every new endeavor has been successful. Before

it was merged into Northrop Grumman, Orbital ATK had

started developing a heavy-lift rocket dubbed OmegA to

compete for Pentagon launches. While Northrop won nearly

$800 million in 2018 to work on OmegA, the company pulled 

the plug on the project after the Air Force decided in August

to stick with United Launch Alliance and SpaceX as its two  

main launch providers. 

Even without OmegA, Northrop has a piece of the military

launch market — as operator of the Minotaur rocket and as

the supplier of strap-on boosters for ULA’s Vulcan Centaur. 

On the civil space side, it will produce heavy-lift boosters for

NASA’s Space Launch System.

 Northrop’s legacy space business, meanwhile, worked 

through the pandemic to keep the $8.8 billion James Webb 

Space Telescope on track for a 2021 launch — albeit one that 

has slipped from March to October. 

 On the military side, Northrop has a share of the Penta-

gon’s latest procurement of early warning satellites, a market

that has been dominated by Lockheed Martin. Northrop is

currently building two of the five Next-Generation Overhead

Persistent Infrared satellites the Space Force plans to start

launching in 2025.

 Given the success of the GBSD competition, ongoing

NASA programs and new commercial space capabilities,

Northrop’s purchase of Orbital ATK is looking like a bargain.SN

NORTHROP GRUMMAN
LARGE COMPANY OF THE YEAR
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Like most companies, Iceye had to rewrite its 
playbook for 2020. Still, the Finnish radar satellite 

operator managed to raise $87 million, roll out new 

products and expand its global footprint.

Iceye spun off from Aalto University in 2014 

when founders Rafal Modrzewski and Pekka Laurila 

began working with ExxonMobil to test whether 

aerial imagery from their small synthetic aperture

radar could discriminate among different types of 

ice in the Arctic. When that test was successful, the 

startup began raising money for a more audacious 

goal: mounting the synthetic aperture radar on a

microsatellite.

At the time, only large corporations and government

agencies built and operated radar satellites capable

of gathering imagery around the clock and through

clouds. Conventional wisdom suggested a satellite

weighing less than 100 kilograms couldn’t provide 

enough power or house a large enough antenna.

After a painstaking four-year effort, Iceye proved

naysayers wrong with Iceye-X1 launched in early

2018. Iceye launched four more satellites in 2018

and 2019, while establishing subsidiaries around

the world.

The company’s general engineering and man-

agement offices are in Helsinki. Operations, cus-

tomer service and FPGA programming personnel

work in Warsaw. Iceye Information Systems UK Ltd.

has sales offices in Guildford and Harwell. In 2020,

Iceye established a U.S. office and began scouting 

locations for a U.S. manufacturing site.

In the midst of a pandemic that delayed launches

and complicated the task of manufacturing satel-

lites, Iceye’s most impressive 2020 achievement was

closing an $87 million Series C investment round,

bringing the firm’s funding total to $152 million.

With money in the bank, Iceye’s leaders can now

focus on their ultimate goal: expanding the constella-

tion to offer multiple daily images of specific targets.

When 2020 began, Iceye planned to double the

size of its constellation of three 100-kilogram sat-

ellites. The pandemic has made that difficult but

Iceye managed to launch two satellites and more

launches are scheduled in early 2021.

In the meantime, Iceye continues to update its 

technology and unveil new products. With every

new satellite, Iceye builds on the heritage and les-

sons learned from its predecessors.

Iceye also keeps expanding its product line. In

2020, Iceye unveiled a product to help customers

identify ships at sea that turned off transponders,

a video-like product that shows multiple images

of a single location captured in a single satellite

pass, imagery with a resolution of 25 centimeters

acquired from a single satellite staring at a location

for 10 seconds and an interferometric capability.

In 2020, Iceye also joined the International Charter:

Space and Major Disasters, which provides satellite

data to communities responding to natural or hu-

man-made disasters. And Iceye began distributing 

data to principal investigators through the European

Space Agency’s Earthnet Third Party Missions. SN

ICEYE
SMALL COMPANY OF THE YEAR
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When Tory Bruno took the reins of United Launch
Alliance in 2014, the Boeing-Lockheed Martin joint venture 

faced threats on several fronts that put the launch provider’s 

future existence in doubt. 

SpaceX was challenging its near-monopoly in the national 

security launch market, the U.S. Air Force and Congress were 

up in arms over high launch prices, and deteriorating U.S.-Rus-

sian relations meant ULA needed to figure out an alternative

to relying on Russian RD-180 engines to launch some of the 

nation’s most sensitive satellites. 

Bruno responded to these headwinds with Vulcan, a heavy-

lift rocket powered by a made-in-America engine competitively

sourced from another billionaire-backed rival, Blue Origin.

In addition to taking on the enormous technical risks of 

building a new rocket, Bruno had to convince ULA’s corpo-

rate parents the investment would keep it in an increasingly 

competitive game.

He made the case that ULA could replace its workhorse

Atlas 5 and the less-used Delta 4 Heavy with a single rocket,

reducing overhead costs and making Vulcan a viable con-

tender. Vulcan would have to compete on reliability — ULA’s

key selling point, with more than 140 consecutive successful 

launches under its belt — and find a way to hold its own on 

price against famously low-cost SpaceX and its increasingly 

reusable Falcon 9 and Falcon Heavy rockets.

Bruno pitched Vulcan as tailor-made for national security 

missions but still suitable for commercial markets. In 2019, Vul-

can secured two commercial customers: Astrobotic’s robotic

lunar lander slated to go to the moon in 2021, and Sierra Neva-

da’s Dream Chaser uncrewed spaceplane, scheduled to make

the first of two ULA-assisted  space station cargo runs in 2022.

ULA’s main goal, however,  was to secure the U.S. military

as Vulcan’s anchor customer. That meant making sure ULA 

was one of two winners of a four-way competition for a  Pen-

tagon’s launch contract that runs through 2027.

Bruno’s Vulcan bet paid off in August when the U.S. Air

Force picked ULA and SpaceX as its two National Security

Launch Program Phase 2 providers. ULA got the top score

in the competition, edging out SpaceX to claim a 60 percent

share of the up to 35 missions covered under the contract.

Reflecting on what made this win possible, Bruno said:

“The most important decision was to stick to our core national

security market and our mission success culture.”

To position ULA to compete for Phase 2, Bruno had to

downsize the workforce, consolidate facilities and make ad-

justments to the supply chain. As he put it: “We had to face our

new market challenges head-on and fearlessly embark into a

fundamental transformation of our company.”

Vulcan program manager Mark Peller describes Bruno as 

a “visionary leader with a very strong technical background 

and a tremendous amount of operational experience.”

For Vulcan to be competitive, Peller said, ULA had to

“transform the entire enterprise.” Bruno’s guidance helped the

company come up with new ways of building and launching

rockets and he motivated the workforce to be more agile.

ULA’s transformed enterprise will be put to the test in the 

years ahead. For starters, it must safely and reliably fly out its 

Atlas 5 and Delta 4 Heavy manifests  — including Boeing’s

Starliner crew demo flight, ULA’s first time launching astro-

nauts  — while getting Vulcan ready for its  2021 debut.

What’s more, Vulcan must complete two successful launches

before it is certified to fly a pair of Pentagon launches in 2022,

the first assigned to ULA under its NSSL Phase 2 contract. 

Meeting that goal is hugely dependent on Blue Origin com-

pleting BE-4 development and delivering production versions

of Vulcan’s main engine. It’s crunch time, and Bruno knows

it. “We must now make good on our promises.”  SN

TORY BRUNO
LARGE COMPANY LEADER OF THE YEAR
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Nobu Okada’s commitment to making space
ventures safe and sustainable is heartfelt, which

may explain his remarkable success in sharing his

vision with employees, customers and investors.

During 2020, a year of daunting challenges for 

companies around the world, Astroscale, the firm

Okada founded in 2013 and leads as CEO, compiled

a remarkable list of accomplishments.

Astroscale closed a $51 million funding round,

bringing its total investment to date to $191 million.

The Tokyo Metropolitan Government awarded As-

troscale a $4.5 million contract to create a road map 

for commercializing space debris removal services.

The Japan Aerospace Exploration Agency selected

Astroscale to inspect a discarded Japanese rocket up-

per stage, a precursor to a mission to remove it from

orbit. Astroscale also won the Grand Prix during the

United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural

Organization’s Netexplo Innovation Forum, a show-

case for digital innovations that promise profound

and lasting societal impacts. 

Company executives attribute the string of suc-

cesses to Okada’s leadership and his ability to com-

municate his vision for a future where companies 

and government agencies work together to stop

creating orbital debris, remove objects that pose a

threat to spacecraft and conduct activities in a manner

that preserves space access for future generations.

Before Astroscale, Okada worked in Japan’s

Ministry of Finance and consulting firms. He also

founded two IT startups before a midcareer crisis

reminded him of his childhood passion for space.

As a teenager, Okada traveled from Japan to attend

space camp at NASA’s Marshall Space Flight Center

in Alabama. There, he met Japan’s first astronaut,

Mamoru Mori, who handed him a note that read,

“The challenge of space is waiting for you.”

When Okada founded Astroscale decades later, 

he identified a formidable challenge: cleaning up

space debris. Not only was the technology lacking

or unproven, there also were significant regulatory 

and political impediments to active debris removal.

Astroscale has cleared some of the impediments

and is preparing to show its technological prowess

with End-of-Life Services by Astroscale-demon-

stration (ELSA-d), the first commercial orbital debris

removal mission. Through the 2021 ELSA-d mission,

Astroscale plans to demonstrate core technologies

necessary for space debris capture and removal.

Since Astroscale began planning the ELSA-d

mission, Okada’s vision for the company has broad-

ened to include inspecting, maintaining, upgrading

and extending the life of satellites in orbit. In June,

Astroscale acquired the intellectual property and

hired the staff of Effective Space Solutions, a startup

developing a satellite servicing vehicle.

“By 2030, I want to make on-orbit servicing rou-

tine work, a normal service in space that happens 

every day,” Okada said in September at the Secure 

World Foundation Summit for Space Sustainabil-

ity. “To do that, we have only 10 years and there are

many things to do.”

Fortunately, Okada is not tackling that challenge

alone. Astroscale employs 154 people in five coun-

tries: Singapore, Japan, the United States, the United

Kingdom and Israel.

Astroscale executives around the world also play

key roles in the global conversation about debris

removal and satellite servicing, led by Okada who

serves as vice president of the International Astro-

nautical Federation and co-chair of the World Eco-

nomic Forum Global Future Council on Space. SN

NOBU OKADA
SMALL COMPANY LEADER OF THE YEAR 
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When the Pentagon’s Space Development Agency 
selected two companies to produce satellites to 
communicate with one another and relay data 
to military forces on the ground, at sea and in 

the air, one of the winners was Lockheed Martin, a 

government contractor with decades of spaceflight 

experience. The other company chosen to manufac-

ture satellites for Transport Layer Tranche 0 was York

Space Systems, a startup founded in 2015.

Alumni from NASA, the Defense Department,

Lockheed Martin,

Orbital ATK and Ball

Aerospace established

York Space Systems to

slash the cost of satel-

lites and increase their

reliability through

mass manufacturing.

Rather than designing

satellites to meet each

customer’s unique

requirements, York

Space Systems seeks

to replicate Ford Mo-

tor Co.’s successful

Model-T program by

continually produc-

ing S-Class, a reliable

three-axis-stabilized

satellite for payloads

of 85 kilograms.

Maintaining a satellite production line also helps 

speed up delivery. In May, York Space Systems moved

into a Denver facility three times the size of its previous

plant. The new facility is large enough for employees

to manufacture and test 20 to 25 spacecraft per year.

By the end of 2021, York plans to produce 50 satellites

per year and have the ability to deliver satellites to

customers within months of contract signing.

The first York Space Systems satellite to reach orbit

was the U.S. Army Space and Missile Defense Com-

mand’s Harbinger mission. The 150-kilogram satellite

with a synthetic aperture radar and high-bandwidth 

downlink launched in 2019 on a Rocket Lab Electron 

rocket.

Since that launch, York has received dozens of 

government and commercial satellite orders, and 

expanded its product line to offer turnkey services. 

Customers can hire York for payload integration, 

testing, launch services and mission operations.

Early this year, York also announced plans for

the Hydra Mission Series to help customers rapidly

gain flight heritage

by launching pay-

loads, subsystems

and components in

S-Class satellites.

York does not

announce contract

awards, preferring to

let customers decide 

what information

to disclose publicly.

As a result, we don’t

know the names of

many of York’s govern-

ment and commercial

customers.

We do know, how-

ever, that the Space

Development Agency

awarded York a $94

million contract in August for 10 Transport Layer

Tranche 0 satellites to launch in 2022. Lockheed

Martin is manufacturing another 10 Transport Layer

Tranche 0 satellites for $187.5 million.

Lockheed Martin and York offered “just an out-

standing technical solution, with a good focus on 

schedule because they know that’s important,” SDA 

Director Derek Tournear told reporters in an August

video conference. “We awarded them based com-

pletely on the technical merit and what we thought 

was their ability to be able to make schedule and

provide a solution.” SN

YORK SPACE SYSTEMS
STARTUP OF THE YEAR
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With a staff of 12 people, the Secure World Founda-
tion plays an outsized role in the global dialogue 
on space stewardship, offering information and 

insight on sustainability, law, policy and security.

In 2020 alone, SWF hosted 41 events including its 

flagship Summit for Space Sustainability, a three-day 

virtual event that attracted several hundred partic-

ipants from dozens of countries as well as notable

speakers from international government agencies,

industry and academia.

When SWF was established in 2002 by Marcel Ar-

senaul and Cynda Collins Arsenault, it promoted the 

concept of space sustainability primarily in the United

States. However, the organization quickly gained a

reputation for providing information and insight to 

public and private organizations around the world.

For years, SWF has worked extensively with the

United Nations Committee on the Peaceful Uses of

Outer Space (COPUOS) and the First Committee, which

focuses on issues related to international security

and disarmament. Before becoming SWF executive

director in 2018, Peter Martinez chaired the COPUOS

Working Group on the Long-Term Sustainability of

Outer Space Activities.

Increasingly, SWF shines a light on military space

activities. Brian Weeden, Secure World Foundation

program planning director, and Victoria Samson, SWF

Washington office director, assess publicly available

information on direct-ascent, co-orbital, electronic 

warfare, directed energy and cyber weapons in their 

annual report Global Counterspace Capabilities: An
Open Source Assessment.

SWF also plays key roles in organizations created

in recent years to establish guidelines and standards

for space operations. SWF was a founding member

of the Space Safety Coalition, a group of international

satellite operators and organizations that formed in

2019 to endorse a set of best practices to minimize

the risk of in-orbit collisions and to encourage sat-

ellite operators to deorbit spacecraft within 25 years.

In addition, SWF worked with DARPA, Advanced

Technology International, the University of Southern

California’s Space Engineering Research Center and

the Space Infrastructure Foundation to establish in

2018 the Consortium for Execution of Rendezvous 

and Servicing Operations, an industry-led group that

develop consensus technical and safety standards

for in-orbit servicing.

Organizations new to the space sector often turn 

to SWF for guidance. Since 2017, SWF has published 

the Handbook for New Actors in Space, an overview

of space-related principles, laws, norms of behavior, 

standards and best practices. The handbook has

proved to be so popular that SWF published a Spanish

edition in 2019 and SWF is working on French and

Chinese editions.

All the data for 2020 has not yet been compiled, 

but SWF’s 2019 accomplishments offer a snapshot of

this industrious organization. In 2019, SWF employees

created 124 reports, presentations and other resources.

SWF also hosted or participated in 102 conferences,

meetings and other events in the United States and 

Canada, Europe, the Asia-Pacific region, Africa, the 

Middle East and Oceania as well as virtual events.

SWF is based in Broomfield, Colorado, and has an

office in Washington. SN

SECURE WORLD FOUNDATION

SPACE STEWARDSHIP



experiencing an “Apollo aroma” — a dis-

tinctive, odoriferous smell.

As explained by Apollo 17’s moon

landing crew:

“I think dust is probably one of our

greatest inhibitors to a nominal operation

on the moon. I think that we can over-

come other physiological or physical or

mechanical problems except dust,” said

mission commander Eugene Cernan.

“One of the most aggravating, restricting

facets of lunar surface exploration is the

dust and its adherence to everything no

matter what kind of material, whether it be

skin, suit material, metal, no matter what

it be and its restrictive friction-like action

to everything it gets on,” said lunar mod-

ule pilot and geologist, Harrison Schmitt.

Apollo’s heritage. Between 1969 and the

end of 1972, a dozen astronauts kicked

up the powdery regolith, the topside dirt

of the moon. But there’s one flash back

message from the Apollo moonwalkers

worth heeding: the place is a Disney-

land of dust.

During their landings, dust blown up

into the thin lunar atmosphere impacted

astronaut visibility. Once crews were out

and about on the moon, the dust had

deleterious effects on their spacesuits,

helmets, equipment and instrumenta-

tion. Apollo expedition members could

not escape tracking lunar material inside

their lunar landers. After doffing their

helmets and gloves, moonwalkers could

feel the abrasive nature of the dust, even

MOON DUST

I
f the political, technical and budgetary

stars align for NASA and its partners

in coming years, the moon could be

the go-to place as the century unfolds.

Astronauts would again explore Earth’s

celestial next-door neighbor, perhaps

setting in motion future mining en-

deavors to extract ices likely lurking in

sunlight-shy craters for processing into

water, oxygen, and rocket propellant.

Humans that “settle in” on the moon

could well be a future prospect.

The next chapter in the U.S. human

exploration of the moon, the Artemis

Project, will dispatch crews there for

extended periods of time, building upon
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Future Artemis crew members on the moon
will face the challenges presented by lunar
dust, to equipment and themselves.

Earth’s moon is a dusty denizen of deep space.
View from the International Space Station.
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moon dilemma



and provide toxicology data to safeguard

crew health.”

PROTECTING LUNAR GEAR
Future machinery on the moon will be

presented challenges, said Gerald Sanders,

an expert on in-situ resource utilization

(ISRU) for NASA’s Space Technology

Mission Directorate at Johnson Space

Center in Houston. Unlike other equip-

ment and instruments that operate on

the moon, ISRU systems and hardware

need to operate continuously and in

direct contact with lunar regolith and

dust for very long periods of time. It is

vital, he said, to develop techniques and

technologies to resist abrasion, to safe-

guard optical coatings, as well as protect

rotating mechanisms. In the end, easily

replaceable components in lunar-situated

gear will be critical.

“While the Apollo missions and sam-

ples returned to Earth have provided a

wealth of information, it will not be until

the VIPER rover enters a permanently

shadowed region that we will get a true

sense of what the regolith is like to design

future ice mining equipment,” Sanders

said. NASA’s Volatiles Investigating Polar

Exploration Rover, or VIPER, is a mobile

robot that will go to the moon’s south

pole, perhaps as early as December 2022

under NASA’s Commercial Lunar Payload

Services program.

Philip Metzger, a planetary physicist

with the Planetary Science faculty at the

University of Central Florida, has focused

his research on dust transport and its

AGENCY, INDUSTRY CONCERN
Study groups and technologists are

assessing ways to lessen the negative

impact of lunar dust on the astronauts,

their equipment, and surface operations.

Joel Levine, a research professor in

applied science at The College of William

and Mary in Williamsburg, Virginia, was

convener and chair of a NASA workshop

on lunar dust and its impact on human

exploration. The message from that work-

shop held in February was clear. “Prior

to the first Artemis human landing on

the moon, we must better understand

the particle size distribution, structure,

chemical composition, potential toxicity,

magnetic and electrical properties and

the dynamics and distribution of lunar

dust,” he said.

The workshop findings were pub-

lished Sept. 24 as a NASA Engineering

and Safety Center Technical Assessment

Report, stating that the dust problem

“is an agency and industry concern

affecting most mission subsystems and

it must be addressed.” The report also

said that it is crucial that measurements

and experiments be taken and carried

out on the lunar surface by precursor

landers to find out dust characteristics

“that will influence hardware design,N
AS

A

DUST-UP ON THE MOON | Apollo 17 commander Eugene Cernan prepares to doff dust-covered moon-
walking spacesuit.
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“One of the most
aggravating, restricting
facets of lunar surface
exploration is the dust
and its adherence to
everything no matter
what kind of material,
whether it be skin,
suit material, metal,
no matter what it be
and its restrictive
friction-like action to
everything it gets on.”
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effects due to landing spacecraft on

the moon.

“Lunar lander engine exhaust blows

dust, soil, gravel, and rocks at high velocity

and will damage surrounding hardware

such as lunar outposts, mining opera-

tions, or historic sites unless the ejecta

are properly mitigated,” said Metzger.

Decades of research have developed

a consistent picture of the physics of

rocket exhaust blowing lunar soil, “but

significant gaps exist,” Metzger added.

“No currently available modeling method

can fully predict the effects. However,

the basics are understood well enough

to begin designing countermeasures.”

Metzger is principal investigator for

the Ejecta Sheet Tracking, Opacity, and

Regolith Maturity (STORM) instrument,

set to fly on a Masten Space Systems Xo-

diac vertical takeoff and vertical landing

system. The upcoming flight in Mojave,

California, will gauge the density and

sizes of particles that churn up during

terrestrial simulations of lunar landings.

INTEGRATED DUST MITIGATION
STRATEGY
NASA wants to place the first woman

and next man at the lunar south pole

in 2024. That location is advocated as a

future base camp given possible access

to ice and other mineral resources. How-

ever, still unknown are the true physical

properties of the lunar dust and regolith

in the polar regions.

Jorge Núñez of the Planetary Explora-

tion Group at Johns Hopkins University

Applied Physics Laboratory (APL) in Laurel,

Maryland, said a host of questions need

to be tackled. “We can approximate and

extrapolate based on the data we already

have, but we will not really know until we

land in those regions,” he said.

“As we learned from the Apollo mis-

sions, lunar dust can cause a wide range

of issues, including being a hazard to as-

tronaut health, sticking to all kinds of sur-

faces like spacesuits, visors and windows,

solar panels, and radiators,” Núñez said.

Lunar dust also degrades seals, fabrics, and
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mechanisms. Dealing with dust is going

to require an “integrated dust mitigation

strategy,” he added, such as using slow,

methodical movements and allow ade-

quate time for dust cleaning protocols,

as well as keeping spacesuits outside of

the pressurized habitat or lunar rover, to

utilizing an electrodynamic dust shield

to repel dust off materials.

Núñez said that NASA’s Lunar Surface

Innovation Initiative is accelerating the

development of many of these dust mit-

igation technologies that are important

for enabling human missions on the

surface of the moon.

MOON SIMULANTS
The reactive nature of lunar dust to hu-

mans is another area flagged by APL’s

Karl Hibbitts, lead facilitator for the ISRU

focus group of the Lunar Surface Inno-

vation Consortium. The lunar dust has

been known to be troublesome in this

area since the Apollo era. The particles

are chemically very reactive, he said, thus

the potential health concern (although

various passivation techniques to make

them less reactive are being explored).

“We have attempted to study the re-

activity of lunar soils in the lab,” Hibbitts

said, “but the studies I know of have all

been on samples already altered by the

Earth’s atmosphere. The new studies on

carefully curated lunar soils will hopefully

shed some new insights.” Furthermore,

as far as “simulants” go — concoctions

of made-on-Earth material to imitate

the properties of the lunar regolith —

one has to choose which properties one

Apollo 17 helmets and dusty spacesuits stuffed
inside a lunar lander following the last human
treks on the moon in December 1972.

Dust being displaced by engine exhaust from the Apollo 15 mission’s lunar lander, Falcon.
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needs the simulants to mimic. “It’s not

possible to create literally tons of lunar 

soil, or possibly even a small amount.

Facilities are just now learning how to

make realistic agglutinates,” he added, 

and yet to be reproduced is the nano-

phase metallic iron that’s resident in the

moon’s regolith.

“We’re getting better at approximating

the shape and size distribution function,

but the reactivity could only be mimicked

by production in a vacuum chamber and

will always be limited to tiny quantities,”

Hibbitts told SpaceNews.
So far, human contact with tiny,

very sharp, glassy lunar dust particles

only occurred briefly during the Apollo

missions, said Peter Sim, an emergency

medicine specialist in Newport News,

Virginia. But in returning to the moon

and establishing a long-term presence,

lunar dust, in sufficient doses, represents

a “toxic threat” to human health, he said.

The respiratory system is particularly

susceptible, Sim said, but the eyes, skin,

and possibly the gastrointestinal tract

and other organs may also be affected.

Primary prevention of human exposure

to lunar dust “should be our number one

goal,” he advised.

He added that NASA’s new Explora-

tion Extravehicular Mobility Unit (xEMU)

spacesuit will help keep the dust at bay. It

has a group of dust-tolerant features, to

prevent inhalation, or contamination of

the suit’s life support system. Still, keep-

ing habitats dust-free by minimizing

incursions, and using effective atmo-

spheric filtration systems, will be a major

challenge. “Monitoring of the dust that

is present inside lunar habitats will be

crucial, since the hab is the place where

astronauts are most likely to be exposed.

Because of this, the quantity, size, and

potential toxicity of the ‘hab dust’ is of

paramount importance,” he said. SN

SPACENEWS CONTRIBUTOR LEONARD DAVID

IS AUTHOR OF “MOON RUSH: THE NEW SPACE 

RACE” PUBLISHED BY NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC 

IN MAY 2019.
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Apollo 11 Lunar Module Pilot 
Buzz Aldrin’s bootprint. Aldrin 
photographed this bootprint about an 
hour into their lunar extra-vehicular 
activity on July 20, 1969, as part of 
investigations into the soil mechanics 
of the lunar surface. This photo would 
later become synonymous with 
humankind’s venture into space.



I
n recent commercial space acquisitions,

founders largely have remained with the

businesses they established or moved

on to form new space companies.

Two exceptions are Roccor co-founder

Doug Campbell and Scott Larson, who

co-founded UrtheCast and Helios Wire.

Both men left the space sector entirely

after their startups were acquired.

Campbell, in fact, was the only Roccor

executive to leave when the Longmont,

Colorado company was purchased in Oc-

tober by Redwire, a venture established

in June to roll up a number of smaller

space companies. Campbell, who served

as Roccor CEO until 2018, now works full

time as CEO for Solid Power, a firm he

founded in 2012 to develop solid-state

rechargeable batteries primarily for au-

tomotive applications.

“Redwire wanted to preserve the existing

executive management team,” Campbell

said. “I was just the board chairman. They

didn’t need me anymore.”

Larson departed the space industry in

2019 after EchoStar paid $26 million to

acquire internet-of-things startup He-

lios Wire. Larson now serves as interim

president of Draganfly, a Canadian drone

manufacturer established in 1999.

DECIDING TO SELL
If Redwire executives had approached

Roccor with an offer to buy the company

and replace its entire executive manage-

ment team, “I don’t think we would have

pursued that,” Campbell said.

Instead, Redwire proposed buying

Roccor and allowing the firm to continue

to operate, while Redwire executives ex-

plored opportunities to bolster Roccor’s

business by leveraging products and

services from the firm’s other portfolio

companies. That made the proposal

appealing, Campbell said.

Larson is less wedded to the businesses

he helps establish. Larson co-founded

Helios Wire in 2016 shortly after stepping

BEYOND EXITS
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BEYOND
EXITS
Entrepreneurs look back on
forming and selling space startups

Doug Campbell,
Roccor co-founder



down as CEO of UrtheCast, a company

he founded in 2010 with his brother

Wade Larson.

“From my personal standpoint, it’s

always about creating value in the near

term or the long term,” Larson said.

Initially, UrtheCast focused on sales

of medium-resolution stills and ul-

tra-high-definition video imagery captured

by cameras mounted on the International

Space Station. Later, the Vancouver-based

company developed an extensive geospatial

data and analytics business after acquiring

the Deimos Imaging Earth-observation

business from Spain’s Elecnor and buy-

ing analytics firm Geosys from U.S. dairy

company Land O’Lakes.

UrtheCast stock traded publicly on the

Toronto stock exchange between 2013,

when it went public through a special

purpose acquisition company, and 2020,

when UrtheCast filed for protection from

creditors to avoid bankruptcy.

Helios Wire was an internet-of-things

startup whose claim to fame was priority

mobile satellite system S-band spec-

trum. Helios Wire planned to use that

spectrum to help customers track and

communicate with billions of devices

worldwide.

“We had a choice: to stick with it and

keep moving along the business plan

or sell and give the return to the share-

holders,” Larson said. “The shareholders

made the decision to sell Helios Wire to

EchoStar and they were thrilled with it.”

A YOUNG INDUSTRY
Although Roccor’s exit turned out well for

Campbell, he’s not tempted to establish

another space startup.

“Roccor took advantage of the fact

that there was not an incumbent supplier

base for small satellite constellations,”

Campbell said. “There was no Boeing or

Lockheed Martin or equivalent in that

medium place between big geostationary

satellites and little cubesats.”

Now that the small satellite market

has become more crowded, CampbellCO
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Scott Larson,
UrtheCast and
Helios Wire
co-founder
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suggests would-be entrepreneurs build

startups around innovative technology

like the next-generation batteries Solid 

Power is developing for the automotive

industry.

“Make sure you’ve got a strong com-

petitive edge,” Campbell said. Without an

attention-grabbing product, attracting

customers takes a long time in the space

industry, he said.

The lengthy timelines also help explain

the relative dearth of space industry exits.

Earth observation and communications

companies seeking to establish their own

constellations can devote many years to

the task of developing, manufacturing

and launching multiple satellites.

Even geospatial data analytics firms 

are not likely to be purchased or to be-

come publicly traded until they garner 

significant revenue, which takes time

because customers still are identifying

promising applications for the products,

Larson said.

“Irrespective of some of the buzz, the

hype, the excitement that comes along

with space, it’s still a relatively new in-

dustry,” Larson said. “From the NewSpace

side, it might be 10 years old. UrtheCast

was one of the original ones along with 

Planet Labs and Skybox Imaging.”

(Google purchased Skybox Imaging 

in 2014, renamed it Terra Bella and sold 

it to Planet in 2017.)

Another obstacle to speedy exits is

cash. It takes significant capital to build

a space business.

“Companies that are building hard-

ware to generate data from space live 

in a tough world,” said Andrew Aldrin, 

director of the Aldrin Space Institute

and the International Space University

Center for Space Entrepreneurship at

Florida Institute of Technology. “It still

takes a long time, there’s a lot of tech-

nical risk and frankly the margins on

the hardware side of the business aren’t

all that great.”

Firms developing space-related soft-

ware and applications tend to offer more

rapid returns for investors, Aldrin said.
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“The information side of the business

looks a lot more like a business you ex-

pect to see in Silicon Valley,” he added.

For Aldrin, that dichotomy raises con-

cern that investors will shun hardware

startups in favor of more software-centric

space companies.

Since space investments may not pro-

duce profits on the timelines needed to

attract venture capital, “we need to find 

more patient capital for the hardware

side,” Aldrin said.

PATIENT CAPITAL
Fortunately, patient capital is beginning

to flow into the industry. Aldrin points

to Voyager Space Holdings, the Denver 

firm established in 2019 by space angel 

investor Dylan Taylor to make long-term

investments in the space sector.

Voyager acquired satellite servic-

ing company Altius Space Machines

in 2019 and space technology firm

Pioneer Astronautics in July. In No-

vember, Voyager announced plans

to acquire The Launch Company, an

Alaska-based provider of rocket and

spacecraft components, and ground

equipment for launch sites.

In addition, private equity firms and 

holding companies Redwire, Amergint 

Technologies, Bradford Space and Noo-

sphere Venture Partners have signaled

their intention to continue to acquire

space companies.

Major corporations are offering an-

other form of patient capital. Raytheon 

Technologies’ announced plans in

November to purchase Blue Canyon

Technologies, a small satellite and

spacecraft component manufacturer

based in Boulder, Colorado. Industry

giants Boeing, Lockheed Martin and

Northrop Grumman also have acquired

and invested in space industry startups

and small satellite suppliers.

“I think that’s a tremendously posi-

tive development,” Aldrin said. Between

corporate investment and holding

companies, “you’re starting to see more

patient capital.” SN

“Companies that 
are building 
hardware to 
generate data from 
space live in a 
tough world...we 
need to find more 
patient capital for 
the hardware side.”
Andrew Aldrin,
director of the Aldrin 
Space Institute and 
the International 
Space University
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Not all   
space          
capabilities 
should        
reside in 
Space Force

W
e are approaching a watershed

moment in the future of the

U.S. Space Force. Will all space

systems be consolidated into

the new service, or will the other services 

retain some capabilities and personnel? The

2021 National Defense Authorization Act

requires the chairman of the Joint Chiefs

of Staff and the service chiefs to report on 

the space-related missions and expertise

that should remain within each service.

The decision that the Joint Chiefs reach

in the next year will be as seminal for the

future development of military space as any

except the actual creation of Space Force.

Space Policy Directive-4, which directed 

COMMENTARY Lt. Col. Brad Townsend 

the establishment of the USSF, also directed

the consolidation of “existing forces and

authorities for military space activities, as

appropriate, in order to minimize duplication

of effort and eliminate bureaucratic ineffi-

ciencies.” The “as appropriate” caveat was

inserted because the National Space Council

recognized that some space functions might

have to remain in the other services. While an

understanding has largely been reached that

the other services should no longer develop

or operate satellites, no similar consensus has

been reached on other space capabilities or

supporting space personnel, particularly the

future of the space control mission.

Space control is an umbrella term for

The decision 
the Joint Chiefs 
reach in the 
next year will 
be as seminal 
for the future 
development of 
military space as 
any except the 
actual creation 
of Space Force.
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a broad set of warfighting capabilities

that are not unique to a single service. It is

broadly defined in Joint Publication 3-14 as

“operations to ensure freedom of action for 

the United States and its allies in space and 

deny an adversary freedom of action in space.”

Specifically, space control operations include

both offensive and defensive capabilities that

create effects in the space domain to support

military activities in all domains.

While Space Force should be solely respon-

sible for developing capabilities and systems

that operate in space, it should not be the only

service responsible for developing systems

that create effects in space. As it develops

into a mature warfighting domain, the other

services will find it necessary to continue to 

build and integrate space control systems

capable of protecting and enabling forces in

their respective domains.

The space control missions that should be

retained by the other services are most analo-

gous to the air defense mission of the Army.

While the Army does not operate aircraft for 

the purposes of protecting land forces from 

air attack, it has always retained various air

defense systems designed to defend land

forces from air threats. Absent its air arm, the

Navy also conducts the air defense mission 

from surface vessels in a manner that another

service could not replicate. In the same way

that these services have integrated the air

defense mission, the space control mission

set will still need to be fully integ d

into domain-specific platforms

and will not be unique to any

single service. In sum, while the

other services will not operate

systems in the space domain,

they should not be excluded

from creating effects in it.

Unlike the air defense anal-

ogy, the space control capa-

bilities that the services need to

retain will not be purely defensive. 

Defensive space control, as currently

defined in JP-3-14, is limited to “active and

passive measures taken to protect friendly

space capabilities from attack, interference,

or unintentional hazards.” It does not ac-

count for defensive space control actions

that may be necessary to protect forces in

other domains from adversary space capa-

bilities. The space control capabilities the

services need for protection will also have

an inherently dual-use nature that will en-

able multi-domain operations which Space

Command will integrate.

The joint integration of space warf-

ighting within Space Command s 

another reason to retain some

joint space control acquisition

authorities. In addition to direct-

ing the creation of the Space

Force, SPD-4 also directed the

establishment of U.S. Space

Command, noting that the

command would perform its

mission with “forces provided

by the United States Space Force

and other United States Armed Forces.”

The space capabilities and personnel that

the services retain will be the space forces

that they will provide to Space Command.

If the other services lack any organic space

capabilities to present, they would only be

 integrated

 platforms

 any

 to

 defensive.

 Command is

 some

 provided

 Force

As Space Force develops 
into a mature warfighting 
domain, the other services 
will find it necessary to 
continue to build and 
integrate space control 
systems capable of 
protecting and enabling 
forces in their respective 
domains.
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nominally represented within Space Com-

mand. This lack of joint forces and expertise

would create a disconnect between domains,

generating the very inter-service issues that

the Goldwater-Nichols Act was meant

o resolve.

A counterargument to service

retention of space control capa-

bilities is that the consolidation

of all things space within one

service will lead to streamlined

acquisition timelines and re-

duced cost. This is most likely true

for the development of satellites

and other in-space systems. But it

is almost certainly not true when it

comes to engineering space capabilities 

for the unique needs of each service at the

user level. Today it is unrealistic to expect

the Space Force to budget funds to develop

satellite communications terminals designed

specifically for the maritime environment. It

is just as unrealistic to expect the Space Force

to meet all of the Navy’s future sea-based

space control needs. There will simply be too

many demands on the Space Force budget

to expect it to adequately fund all aspects of

the space enterprise. Allowing the services to

retain space control capabilities will ensure

that they can allocate funds proportion-

a e to the threat as they see it from 

their domain. This spreading of

fiscal responsibility will create

a healthier Department of De-

fense wide response to future 

space threats.

Retaining the space con-

trol mission within the other

services will necessarily limit

the number of space personnel

a ailable for transfer to the Space 

Force. A recent survey of Army Space

officers demonstrated that enthusiasm for

transfer is high, and if permitted, nearly all 

of them would transfer. The Army and the 

Navy will be reluctant to allow their space

personnel to transfer en masse to Space

Force if they still have a mission within their

parent service. Limiting transfers will reduce

the positive cultural impact that the mass

transfer of non-Air Force space personnel

would have on the culture of the new service.

Without this infusion of new perspectives,

Space Force will find the already difficult

task of making a cultural break with the Air

Force even more challenging. However, the 

presence of these skilled and experienced

service retained space personnel at Space

Command will be a mitigating factor. They

will help ensure that a uniquely joint space 

warfighting culture develops at the com-

batant command level, where space forces

are actually employed. On balance, the loss 

of the cultural impact that these personnel 

transfers would have on Space Force is less 

than the loss that their transfer would have 

on the integration of joint space warfighting

within Space Command in the future.

Space control from within the space

domain is a uniquely Space Force mission,

but space control from other warfighting

domains is not. As the space domain con-

tinues to evolve into an active warfighting

domain with tactical, operational, and

strategic implications across all domains,

each service needs to retain the ability to

create effects in space from their respec-

tive domains to protect their forces and

enable multi-domain operations. These

future space control capabilities will need

to be fully integrated into land, sea, and air 

platforms and forces in a manner that the 

USSF will not be able to achieve. The task

of fully integrating necessary space control

capabilities into their forces is therefore best

achieved by the services. SN

LT. COL. BRAD TOWNSEND, PH.D., PE, IS AN ARMY

SPACE OPERATIONS OFFICER CURRENTLY ASSIGNED 

TO THE JOINT STAFF J-5 SPACE POLICY. THE VIEWS 

EXPRESSED ARE THOSE OF THE AUTHOR AND DO 

NOT REFLECT THE OFFICIAL POLICY OR POSITION 

OF THE DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE OR THE U.S. 

GOVERNMENT.
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Building on the Artemis 
Accords to address space 
sustainability

I
n early October, the United States, the United Kingdom,

Australia, Japan, Luxembourg, the United Arab Emir-

ates, Italy and Canada entered into the Artemis Accords,

which established agreed principles for cooperation in

the civil exploration and use of the moon, Mars, comets and

asteroids for peaceful purposes. The Artemis Accords build 

on multiple treaties that have shaped the behavior of nations 

and their commercial industries in the exploration and use of

space, including the 1967 Outer Space Treaty, the 1972 Liabil-

ity Convention and the 1975 Registration Convention. These

prior multilateral agreements have a significant number of

signatories and, accordingly, have been widely adhered to

as binding international law, whereas the Artemis Accords

today have eight signatories committing to implement a set

of agreed principles through bilateral agreements. Therefore,

it has been almost 50 years since any significant changes

have been made internationally to address the evolution in

the use of space resources, despite the dramatic increase in 

space activities during these past decades. With countries

and commercial users planning increased short-term and

long-term space missions, including for human habitation,

mining, communications and energy, the Artemis Accords, 

while welcome, are overdue.

But perhaps even more overdue is a multilateral agreement

— which the Artemis Accords are not — on the principles gov-

erning space traffic management and space sustainability. In

the late 1970s, shortly after our last major treaty on space sus-

tainability was in place, NASA was already predicting the Kessler

effect, a theoretical scenario in which the density of low Earth

orbit objects increases due to space pollution and becomes

high enough that collisions between objects could cause a

It’s past time for a multilateral agreement on the p p i g 
space traffic management and sustainability

COMMENTARY Jennifer A.  Manner
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cascading effect, i

creasing the risk of

further collisions. T s

would ultimately fo ec ose

use of low earth o b al esou ces. f

true, this would ean at even j

heading to geost i y o b t or fa e

into space (e.g., o e oon a d M ),

would face incre i g d as h  ave

through lower o b s.

While we may ot be e e q  t  d  e

do know there a e i l 29 000 j  of

3.9 inches in size o o e f a ou d in space.

And we know th s u ber s i . T e e a e man

megaconstellati s l d o  i ow ea h o b t

for communica o s. Fo  l  S a k as d

42,000 satellites n   i  above e

globe and has al dy au c ed c ose o 1 000 lli ,

and Kuiper plans o ave over 3 000 sa e es e s

constellation is n . ach of ese t adds a

new risk to the al dy i ky space vi , i lly

since the rules required to address space traffic management

and sustainability issues/challenges raised by these systems

are not in place. 

And this is just one part of the problem. We have a growing

number of experimental and small satellite systems that lack

maneuverability capability and an increase in the number

of space vehicles, including for space tourism. This does not

even take into account the number of rocket launches needed

to propel each of these objects into space, nor the debris left

by these rockets.

 the principles governing

 effect, in-

 risk of

 collisions. This

 ultimately foreclose

 earth orbital resources. If

 mean that even objects

 geostationary orbit or farther

 (e.g., to the moon and Mars),

 increasing dangers as they travel

 orbits.

 may not be there quite yet, today we

 are approximately 29,000 objects of

 size or more floating around in space.

 this number is growing. There are many

megaconstellations planned to operate in low earth orbit

 communications. For example, Starlink has proposed

 satellites in multiple planes operating above the

 already launched close to 1,000 satellites,

 plans to have over 3,000 satellites when its

 is in place. Each of these systems adds a

 already risky space environment, especially



Space actors, 
whether public 
or private, 
must recognize 
their own self-
interest in the 
development of a 
sustainable space 
environment

 The Artemis Accords were not designed

to address this problem, although the signa-

tories to the agreement in Section 9 “intend

to use their experience under the Accords to 

contribute to multilateral efforts to develop

international practices and rules applicable to

preserving our outer space heritage.” Article

7 also recognizes the need to register space

objects under the Registration Convention.

These provisions, however, are not sufficient.

Outer space is a scarce resource and, according

to the 1967 Outer Space Treaty, “the province

o a d ” Y e s i i e

o d s f g be d n i g s e y

i a d de ca e esou ce

T d y e a e so e i , e e

U ed S a es a d e U ed Ki d , at

a e l ki  a  a s o e su e space
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allow operators to determine the best way to 

meet them. If these standards are not met, 

then enforcement would be appropriate. But 

enforcement without sufficient standards, as 

the FCC is proposing, will not be successful 

over the long term.

In addition, to succeed, countries cannot 

act on their own. Space is a global resource, 

and so any long-term solution must be global. 

Regional actions, like the Artemis Accords, are 

important first steps, but governments must 

come to the table, like they did in the late 

1960s a d l  19 0s e  e s   

i bili y (  eas u l o e o al -

te a o a ac on s ), but man of e

p d h  a sho . Fo l  

t e U ed S a es ede al Co u ca o s

Commission (FCC) has recently proposed

broad indemnification and bond requirements

as a way to deter or punish communications

satellite operators that act in an unsafe man-

ner or fail to de-orbit their satellites safely.

However, such post-hoc regulations are no

substitute for creating a regulatory framework

that enables and encourages good behavior

across the globe. Regulators must work to

develop frameworks that set standards that

to the 1967 Outer Space Treaty, “the province

of mankind.” Yet, despite this recognition, the

world is falling behind in protecting this very

important and delicate resource.

 Today we have some countries, like the

United States and the United Kingdom, that

are looking at ways to ensure space

come to the table, like they did  the late

1960s and early 1970s when we first explored

sustainability (at least until more formal in-

ternational action is taken), but many of the

proposed approaches fall short. For example,

the United States’ Federal Communications

space, if the space resource is going to be truly

sustainable. This also means that space actors,

whether public or private, must recognize

their own self-interest in the development

of a sustainable space environment. We are

already heading down a path to space pollu-

tion that is hard to correct. Accordingly, we 

must act now and with urgency to preserve 

this important scarce resource for future

generations. SN

JENNIFER MANNER IS SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT

OF REGULATORY AFFAIRS AT ECHOSTAR/HUGHES 

NETWORK SYSTEMS.



ON NATIONAL SECURITY Sandra Erwin

T
he Pentagon’s overseers in Congress have been con-

sistently critical of how the military acquires space

hardware. Frustration with space procurements

was in fact one of the catalysts for the creation of

the U.S. Space Force. 

Satisfying congressional demands for a revamped space 

acquisition process will now fall on President-elect Joe

Biden’s Pentagon team.

Earlier this year, Air Force and Space Force leaders sent 

congressional committees an “alternative acquisition sys-

tem” proposal the Trump administration ended up pulling

back because it had not been cleared with the White House 

budget office. 

In the coming year, Space Force brass and the next sec-

retary of the Air Force will face renewed pressure to get their 

acquisition house in order. 

Congress has sought for years to get the Defense De-

partment to embrace the need to speed up  technological

innovation. The fiscal year 2021 National Defense Authori-

zation Act directs the Department of the Air Force to report

back by May 15 with recommendations “specifically tailored 

for space systems acquisition” for making programs move 

faster, improving coordination across agencies, and using 

commercial capabilities and services as much as possible.

While President Trump has said he won’t sign the must-pass

bill if it doesn’t include a score-settling provision stripping

social media companies of a long-standing liability shield, 

Congress appears to have the votes to override his veto. Should

time run out on the current session of Congress, lawmakers

appear to have the will to swiftly reintroduce the NDAA next 

year and send it to Biden, who takes office Jan. 20.  

A Capitol Hill source said the language in the NDAA

shows there is a “real appetite to move the needle” in space

acquisition reforms as concerns grow about China’s rapid

technological advances in satellites, launch vehicles and

weapons that could target U.S. space systems.

Congress also will be pressing the Pentagon to implement

a reorganization of the Air Force’s space acquisition office

that was directed in the 2020 NDAA. The law requires the

Air Force to create a separate service acquisition executive

for space systems and programs, an appointment that must 

be confirmed by the Senate. To date, the Air Force has had a 

single acquisition executive overseeing both air and space 

programs. Lawmakers have argued space systems have unique

needs that demand dedicated attention.

The Space Force must also sort out the organization of

its planned acquisitions arm, the Space Systems Command.

This new command has to bring together the massive Space

and Missile Systems Center with other smaller fiefdoms that

operate independently and have different cultures, so this will

be a significant bureaucratic challenge for the Space Force.

A recent report by the nonprofit Secure World Founda-

tion calls out the acquisition of military space systems as a

problem that the Biden administration should not ignore.

“[T]he biggest unresolved policy gap is how to fix the way 

the military acquires new space capabilities,” the report says.

“There is general agreement that the current process is too

slow and rigid to respond to emerging threats.” 

Companies and investors in the space industry, meanwhile,

continue to be bullish about U.S. government investments

in space. And they are waiting to see how the Space Force’s 

rhetoric about space being a “warfighting domain” translates

into the purchase of hardware and services.

“Interest in space is booming despite COVID,” investment

bank Morgan Stanley told clients in a research note follow-

ing a “Space Summit” it convened  Dec. 3 to  bring investors

together with space firms, analysts and a handful of senior 

U.S. government officials, including a top Space Force officer.

“Space and national security are practically synonymous

at this point,” Morgan Stanley told clients, casting defense as 

a “critical driver” of a growing space market. 

Fueling this optimism are expectations that space will

command a growing share of the Pentagon’s budget even

if overall defense spending is dialed back under the Biden 

administration. Biden has identified space among the critical

areas — along with cyber, unmanned systems and artificial

intelligence — where the Pentagon should make long-term 

strategic investments. 

But if the Space Force is going to get more money, it would

behoove the service to put its acquisition house in order. SN

Space acquisition reform awaits 
Biden’s Pentagon team 
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ON THE HORIZON

DATE EVENT PLACE DATE EVENT PLACE

AUGUST

15-18 Small Satellites 2021
www.small-satellites.com Virtual

APRIL

26-29 Satellite 2021
www.satshow.com

Washington,
D.C.

JULY

10-12 Space Tech Expo
www.spacetechexpo.com Long Beach, CA

25-26 Space-Comm Expo
www.space-comm.co.uk

Farnborough,
England

MAY

23-26 Space Symposium
spacesymposium.org

Colorado
Springs, CO

7-9 Military Space USA
www.milspaceusa.com Los Angeles, CA

23-24 MilSatCom USA
www.milsatcom-usa.com Arlington, VA

JUNE

NOVEMBER

16-18 Space Tech Expo Europe
www.spacetechexpo.eu/

Bremen, Ger-
many

24 New Space Europe
newspace-europe.lu Luxembourg



FOUST FORWARD Jeff Foust

T
here was no clearer set of contrasts be-

tween how SpaceX and NASA approach

launch vehicle development than the

dueling tests the two performed in early

December of Starship and Space Launch System,

respectively.

It was hard to miss the Dec. 9 test flight of

SpaceX’s Starship SN8 prototype, the first time

the vehicle flew more than a couple hundred

meters off the pad. It soared into the Texas sky

propelled by its three Raptor engines, then de-

scended back to the pad — only to explode after

coming in a little too fast. The flight won praise

from its fans, but that explosive end prompted a

backlash from critics.

Two days earlier, NASA started a test of the

SLS core stage at the Stennis Space Center. There

would be no launch that day, or even an ignition

of the stage’s four RS-25 engines, just loading the

tanks of the giant stage with liquid hydrogen and

liquid oxygen. But even that modest step did not

go as planned: engineers stopped the test when

the liquid oxygen flowing into the tank was a few

degrees warmer than expected.

The two events clearly illustrate the differences

in development philosophies between the two

organizations. SpaceX’s approach is the literal

manifestation of the Silicon Valley philosophy to

“move fast and break things,” in this case Starship

prototypes. The SN8 prototype that met its de-

mise was the latest in a long line of test articles,

and hardly the first to have exploded, burst or

crumpled.

NASA’s approach to testing SLS has been far

more cautious. While SN8 was simply a prototype

never intended to fly to space, the core stage at

Stennis is flight hardware that NASA will use for

the Artemis 1 mission in late 2021. In a call with

reporters, NASA managers emphasized they

were being deliberate and cautious during the

ongoing Green Run test campaign, not wanting

to take any risks with the hardware.

It’s tempting to look at that slow pace and ask,

“Why can’t NASA be more like SpaceX?” That’s

certainly what many fans of SpaceX have won-

dered, looking at the relatively rapid development

of Starship and comparing it to the snail’s pace of

SLS. In their view, the SpaceX approach is clearly

better than how NASA is developing SLS.

But it’s hard to see NASA adopting a Starship-

like approach to SLS development. The tolerance

for risk is very different for a government program

like SLS, with a budget of more than $2 billion a

year and a large number of stakeholders in gov-

ernment and industry, than for a private program

that answers ultimately to just one person, Elon

Musk. SLS stages exploding on test stands would

invite not just bad press but also congressional

scrutiny.

Yet the two efforts are not nearly as differ-

ent as they might appear. While NASA is being

very careful with the core stage on the stand at

Stennis, the agency tested other SLS hardware

to destruction to confirm its structural strength

matched models. (One NASA release about such

a test emphasized a propellant tank was burst

“on purpose,” possibly to preempt any criticism

about the test being a failure.)

SpaceX, meanwhile, is not as reckless as all

the dramatic explosions during testing would

lead some to assume. People who closely track

all the activities at Boca Chica have documented

many test attempts, like static firings of Starship

prototypes, that were scrubbed for one reason

or another. It’s a sign of measured risk taking by

SpaceX even as the Starship effort has fallen behind

Musk’s aggressive schedule. At an event at Boca

Chica last fall, he expected the first high-altitude

test flight to take place in one or two months, but

Starship SN8 finally flew 14 months later.

Expecting SLS development to move faster is

probably just as unlikely as expecting that Starship

development will have fewer explosions. Each is

optimized for the risk tolerance of their organi-

zations and those funding them. Whether either

approach is optimized for long-term success,

though, remains to be seen. SN

A tale of two launch
vehicle programs
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